The experimentally observed peak in the backward radiation from a liquid-solid interface at the Rayleigh angle is caused by a sharp increase in the otherwise relatively weak incoherent scattering from the inherent inhomogeneities of the solid. The increase of the incoherent backscattering is essentially a specular effect in contrast with the nonspecular, finite-beam effect predicted to cause the much weaker coherent reflection. The iincoherent scattering can be caused by either geometrical irregularity or material inhomogeneity (e.g., surface roughness or polycrystalline grain structure). This paper presents analytical results showing that, regardless of the physical nature of the scattering inhomogeneity, there is a distinct peak in the backscattered intensity around the Rayleigh angle. The angular dependence of the incoherent backscattering is determined by the average p[opcrtics of the liquid and the solid. The peak always occurs at the Rayleigh angle and the width of the peak is determined by the density ratio between the solid and the liquid. The maximum backscattering at the peak is essentially independent of the average material properties and is determined solely by the scattering inhomogeneity.
INTRODUCTION
Backward propagating ultrasonic radiation from liquidsolid interfaces was shown to exhibit distinct maximum near the Rayleigh angle of different materials/-6 It was quite obvious from these experiments that the generation of a Rayleigh-type leaky surface wave along the interface plays an essential part in the appearance of the observed increase of the backward radiation. Although the actual physical mechanism was not clearly identified in these experimental studies, the phenomenon was first attributed to coherent back reflection from the basically homogeneous interface rather than to incoherent backscattering from inherent material inhomogeneities of the sample. A number of tlaeoretical papers 7-•3 based on the coherent back reflection concept attempted to bring the experimental results to an acceptable quantitative agreement with the analytical predictions, but the measured backward radiation turned out to be unexplainably high. Because of this apparent discrepancy, it became necessary to reevaluate the earlier experimental results and determine the role of the previously neglected incoherent backscattering in the measured backward radiation.
Perfectly flat, smooth, and homogeneous interfaces produce coherent back reflection only but no incoherent backscattering. In practice, even the best, apparently flawless interfaces usually do contain weak material inhomogeneities and microscopic surface irregularities resulting in some degree of incoherent backscattering. On the other Ihand, the incoherent backscattering can be arbitrarily reduced by spatial averaging without affecting the coherent back reflection.
In a previous paper, TM the authors used this simple 'technique to show that the observed peak in the backward radiation from a liquid-solid interface at the Rayleigh angle is clearly due to incoherent backscattering rather than coherent back reflection. They found that the intensity of the backward radiation reduces proportionally to the total number of the statistically independent spots included in the spatial average. A series of experiments on apparently flawless interfaces, including optically polished :single crystals and glass specimens showed that, even in these samples, the coherent back reflection is simply not strong enough to be detected in the presence of the greatly increased incoherent backscattering. from inherent inhomogeneities in the material.
A closely related phenomenon is the increased backscattering from slightly rough surfaces at the Rayleigh angle.
DeBilly and Quentin is found a 5-to 10-dB increase in the backscattered signal from randomly rough brass samples at 0i•46 ø angle of incidence, i.e., at the Rayleigh angle. At other angles, their experimental results were in good agreement with theoretical predictions, but the peak at the Rayleigh angle was not predicted by their analytical technique based on Weltons's potential method •6 and the well-known is simply unity and the strong coupling between the incident compressional wave and the leaky surface wave at the Rayleigh angle is entirely neglected. It is obvious that the increased backscattering from a rough liquid-solid interface at the Rayleigh angle is caused exactly by this leaky surface mode. Still, the physical understanding of this intriguing phenomenon and its relationship with the similar increase observed in the incoherent backscattering from smooth but slightly inhomogeneous interfaces leaves much to be desired. In this paper, we shall demonstrate that the underlying cause of these closely related phenomena is the very sharp maxima of the longitudinal and shear transmission coefficients around the Rayleigh angle. Of course, both longitudinal and shear refracted waves are evanescent in this region, i.e., they do not carry energy far away from the interface but rather keep the vibration within approximately one wavelength of the surface. Nevertheless, the resulting vibration in the solid is much stronger than at other angles of incidence where the transmission coefficient is rather low due to the substantial impedance (density and velocity) ratio between the liquid and the solid. In contrast, at the Rayleigh angle, the moduli of the longitudinal and shear transmission coefficients are not affected by the impedance ratio. We shall show that these very strong localized vibrations in the solid produce a sharp increase in the incoherent scattering from inhomogeneities located in a shallow region below the surface. 
where V(k•:) is the Fourier spectrum of the incident particle velocity distribution at z=0, Tshea r is the shear transmission coefficient, and k•, and kzs denote the transverse and normal shear wave vector components, respectively. These components are related to each other through kzs =oe1,'2-k2•1/2 where k s is the shear wave number in the solid. Here, V(k,,) can be determined by Fourier transforming the incident field Vin c at z =0:
In order to resolve the sharp peak in the angular dependence of the incoherent backscattering from a liquid-solid interface, we have to use a transducer of sufficiently narrow directivity. Let us assume that the divergency of the ultrasonic beam is less than the angular bandwidth of the transmission peak at the Rayleigh angle (approximately 1 ø for steel in water). Since the incident energy is concentrated into a very narrow angular range around the angle of incidence Oi, Tshcar(kx) can be approximated by T•hcar(ki). For the sake of simplicity, we also assume that the angle of incidence is sufficiently higher than the shear critical angle so that the exponential term containing kzs changes but slowly over the angular spectrum of the incident beam. In this case, Equation (1) can be approximated as follows: 
II. QUASISPECULAR APPROXIMATION
The primary purpose of this paper is to inw:stigate the underlying physical cause of the increased incoherent backscattering from a fluid-solid interface at the Rayleigh angle.
From this point of view, c•rtain nonspecular effects, such as the lateral shift of the reflected and transmitted beams, are clearly insignificant. Still, since the resulting time delay of the average backscattered signal is easily detectable, it seems to be useful to introduce a nonspecular approximation that properly accounts for the experimentally observed time delay (to be described later) without making the otherwise sufficient specular approximation any more difficult lo use. For this purpose, we shall use the first-order correction for the abrupt change in the phase of the transmission coefficients, i.e., the so-called Schoch approximation: The previously described simple approximations for the velocity distributions of the two evanescent partial wave components in the solid can be used to determine the incoherent backscattered power, Pt•-For our current purposes, it is sufficient to point out that, in the case of weak inhomogeneity, the incoherent back•cattered power is proportional to the following volume integral of the field distribution one would get in an equivalent homogeneous material? f f lv(x,y,z)14dx dy dz, Within the numerical error of our calculations, the gain seems to be the same regardless of the correlation length. Of course, it is independent of the rms roughness and therefore of the frequency, too. The peak occurs at the Rayleigh angle and the maximum is approximately 13 dB for steel, which is easily detectable by experimental means. In comparison, the backscattering coefficient :for aluminum, which has muclh lower density but rather similar Rayleigh velocity, is only 6 dB. It is interesting to note that, especially in the case of aluminum, the gain turns into a significant loss above the Figures 9 and 10 show the comparison between experimental and theoretical backscattering versus angle of incidence curves for steel and aluminum, respectively. In the previously described way, the filtered signal was fed into a digital oscilloscope where it was squared and subsequently averaged over a 2-X2-in. 2 surface area. Then, the averaged backscattered power was integrated over a 20-•s-long window in order to determine the total backscattered energy. This window included practically all parts of the: backscattered signal where it was above the electrical noise. Finally, the backscattered energy was normalized to the coherent reflection at normal incidence.
Our main interest lies in the excess incoherent backscattering around the Rayleigh angle. In order to study the characteristic peak of the backscattering versus angle of incidence curves, the absolute level of the theoretical data was adjusted to obtain the best fit with the experimental data. When evaluating the agreement between our theoretical predictions and experimental results, two additional effects should be taken into consideration. First, we neglected the divergency of the incident ultrasonic beam partly to make our calculations easier and partly to draw attention to the essentially specular nature of the phenomenon which is caused by the greatly enhanced acoustic coupling between the fluid and the solid at the Rayleigh angle. The divergency of the beam is limited by the ratio between the diameter of the transducer and the acoustic wavelength in the fluid. l[n our case, the divergency of the ultrasonic beam is approximately _+0.5 ø. Naturally, lhe experimentally observed peak at the Rayleigh angle is also widened by this amount, which explains the slight discrepancy between the experimentally measured and theoretically predicted widths of the peaks fi)r steel. Second, the excess incoherent backscattering at the Rayleigh angle can be observed only when it is above the background noise. The background noise is partly electrical noise and partly inherent spatial noise. Electrical noise is usually eliminated by extensive time averaging of the rf signal in the digital oscilloscope. However, to do so, we woultd have to stop the mechanical scanning at each location and wait a long time. Since we still would have to do extensive spatial averaging, too, the experiment would take a very 1ontg time. Obviously, the electrical noise does not depend on the angle of incidence. In mos•! cases however, there is an inherent spatial noise which cannot be eliminated, or even reduced, by time averaging. 'This background spatial noise appears to be bulk scattering from the interior of the specimen caused mainly by the divergence of the acoustic beam and the presence of spurious sidelobes in the directivity pattern.
Whenever the excess scattering is at least 10 dB above the background noise, it can be well approximated by the measured total incoherent noise. When the excess scattering is equal to the background noise, the measured total incoherent noise is 3 dB higher I:han the actual excess scattering. When the excess scattering is at least 10 dB below the background noise, the measured total noise is essentially independent of the excess scattering. This effect further widens tt•te experimentally detected peak when the excess scattering is only a few dB with respect to the slowly changing back- ground noise. This effect is responsible for the stronger discrepancy between the experimentally measured and theoretically predicted widths of the peaks in the case of aluminum. Figure 11 shows the experimentally measured backscattering versus angle of incidence curves for water-steel interfaces of different rms roughness. The nns roughness was measured from the scattering induced loss of the specular reflection at normal incidence. 25 The sharp peak at the Rayleigh angle is primarily due to grain scattering which is negligible at all other angles. The measured maximum backscattering is approximately 20 dB higher than the background scattering. Although surface roughness also causes more backscattering at the Rayleigh angle than anywhere else (approximately 13 dB more, as it is shown in Fig.  5 ), its primary effect is still the reduction of the contrast between the peak at the Rayleigh angle and the background level. This is understandable up to a point where the peak is still dominated by the excess grain noise but the background level is determined by backscattering from the rough surface. Why the contrast continues to decrease for large surface roughnesses is not clearly understood (for h =9.2 pan, the contrast is only approximately 10 dB). At even higher surface roughness levels, the background scattering continues to rise while the measured backscattering at the Rayleigh angle actually starts to decrease a little so that the characteristic peak all but disappears. It seems to be probable that this phenomenon is caused by multiple scattering. Figure 12 shows the experimentally measured backscattering versus angle of incidence curves for water-aluminum interfaces of The increase of the incoherent backscattering is caused by a sharp increase in the strength of the evanescent field in the solid at the Rayleigh angle. At all other angles, the acoustic field in the solid is inherently weak because of the usually large impedance mismatch between the fluid and the solid. It is well known that resonance vibrations can significantly decrease (or increase) the surface or radiation impedance of materials with small attenuation. Similarly, at the Rayleigh angle, constructive interference or synchronization between the shear and longitudinal partial waves produces a "resonance" phenomenon which reduces the acoustic surface impedance of the solid to that of the fluid. In the extreme case of a free surface, the surface impedance becomes zero since both normal and transverse stress components diminish at the surface as the longitudinal and shear components entirely cancel each other. The sharpness of this resonance at the Rayleigh angle is mainly determined by the density ratio between the solid and the fluid. The response of a resonator is delayed by a certain number of periods depending on the quality factor, i.e., the fraction of the energy loss during a single period. The total phase change of the transmission coefficients around the Rayleigh angle is 180 ø (it is 360 ø for the reflection coefficient) and the sharpness of this change is a direct measure of the quality factor. Consequently, the simple physical meaning of the quasispecular approximations of Eqs. (8) and (9) is that the apparent time lag caused by the resonance is directly related to the corresponding lateral shift of the beam profile. We showed that the Schoch displacement is the same for the shear and longitudinal trans-mitted waves but only half of the total displacement of the reflecled beam. From a physical point of view, this is understandable since, in the quasispecular approximation, the reflected field is the re-radiated transmitted field, i.e., it is shifted by the same amount twice. From a mathematical point of view, this is due to the fact that the ph.ase of the reflected field changes twice as much as that of the transmitted field. In the vicinity of the Rayleigh angle, the complex reflection coefficient can be approximated as R(kx)= (k_•-ko)/(k•-kp), where the pole and the zero are complex conjugates so that the modulus of the reflection coefficient is always unity. 24 Of course, the transmission coefficients have the same pole but without the nearby zero. Due to the single pole, the moduli of the transmission coefficients exhibit sharp maxima at the Rayleigh angle, while the phases change by 180 ø only.
The maximum backscattering at the Rayleigh angle is essentially independent of the average material properties and is determined solely by the scattering inhomogeneity. Both theoretical and experimental results indicate that the observed increase of the incoherent backscattering at the Rayleigh angle is essentially a specular phenomenon caused by the greatly increased strength of the evanescenl vibrations in the solid and not a finite-beam effect (the term :'specular" refers to the plane surface of the specimen rather than to individual grains). Since the increased backscattering is caused by the transmission peak of the fluid/solid interface, different scattering mechanisms such as grain scattering and rough surface scattering produce essentially the same angular dependence.
